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TITLE OF THE INVENTION
Semiconductor Memory Device Having Potential Amplitude of

Global Bit Line Pair Restricted to Partial Swing
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a semiconductor memory device,

particularly to the technique of lowering power consumption in a static

random access memory (SRAM).

Description of the Background Art

10 In accordance with the reduction in power consumption of electrical

equipment in these years, there have been intensive efforts to reduce power
consumption of semiconductor memory devices employed in such electronic

equipment.

As one method of partially achieving low power consumption of

15 semiconductor memory devices, Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 7-161192

discloses the provision of a first transfer gate between a bit line pair and a

sense amplifier to prevent fuU swing of the potential of the bit line pair

isolated from the first transfer gate.

In an SRAM having the memory cell array divided into a plurality of

20 blocks, the global bit line connecting respective blocks ofmemory ceUs still

attains a fuU swing even though the potential amplitude of the bit line is

restricted to a partial swing as described above. Power consumption is

particularly noticeable when there are many output terminals.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
25 An object of the present invention is to provide a semiconductor

memory device having the potential amplitude of a global bit line pair

restricted to a partial swing.

According to an aspect of the present invention, a semiconductor

memory device includes a sense amplifier group configured in hierarchy to

30 read out data from a memory cell, a complementary signal Une group

connecting a sense amplifier of a lower hierarchy level and a sense amplifier

of a higher hierarchy level, and a control circuit suppressing the drive of

complementary signal lines by the sense amplifier of the lower hierarchy
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level connected to the complementary signal lines, and rendering active the

sense amplifier of the upper hierarchy level connected to the complementary

signal lines, before the potential difference between the complementary

signal lines arrives at the level of the power supply voltage.

According to the semiconductor memory device of the present

invention, the potential amplitude can be restricted to a partial swing in a

global bit line pair, in addition to a local bit line pair and a local data line

pair.

The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of

the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed

description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the

accompanjdng drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Fig. 1 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SAl of the first

embodiment.

Fig. 3 shows a structure of a global sense amplifier HSA of the first

embodiment.

Fig, 4 is a timing chart to describe a data readout operation of the

SRAM of the first embodiment.

Fig. 5 shows a structure of a SRAM according to a background art.

Fig. 6 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SAO according to a

background art.

Fig. 7 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

second embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 shows a structure of a global write driver HDRl of the second

embodiment.

Fig. 9 shows a structure of a local write driver DRO of the second

embodiment.

Fig. 10 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 11 shows a structure of a global write driver HDR2 of the third



embodiment.

Fig. 12 shows a structure of a local write driver DR2 of the third

embodiment.

Fig. 13 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

5 fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 14 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA2 equipped

with a write function of the fourth embodiment.

Fig. 15 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

fifth embodiment of the present invention.

10 Fig. 16 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA3 equipped

with a write function of the fifth embodiment.

Fig. 17 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

sixth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 18 shows a structure of a global write driver HDR3 of the sixth

15 embodiment.

Fig. 19 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA4 eqmpped

with a write function of the sixth embodiment.

Fig. 20 shows a structure of a local write driver DR150 of the sixth

embodiment.

20 Fig. 2 1 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to a

seventh embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 22 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA5 of the

seventh embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
25 Embodiments of the present invention will be described hereinafter

with reference to the drawings.

FIRST EMBODIMENT
The first embodiment of the present invention is directed to a

semiconductor memory device having the potential amplitude restricted to a

30 partial swing in a global bit fine pair.

Entire Structure

Referring to Fig. 1, an SRAM according to the first embodiment of

the present invention has a memory cell arrayMA divided into a pluraHty of
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blocks in the bit line direction. By dividing the memory cell array MA, the

number ofmemory cells M connected to a selected bit line pair can be

reduced to lower the parasitic capacitance of the bit line pair, leading to

lower power consumption.

5 Each block is suppUed with n row address signal, respectively

diEfering for each block. Specifically, the row address signals X<0> to

X<n-1> are appHed to the 0th block. Row address signals X<n> to X<2n-

1> are applied to the first block. In Fig. 1, the circuit configuration of the

0th block is depicted. The remaining blocks have a similar circuit

10 configuration.

Word line drivers GlO and Gil drive word hnes WD<0> and

WD<n-l>, respectively. A word line driver is provided corresponding to

each word hnes. In Fig. 1, only word line drivers GlO and Gil are depicted

representative thereof.

15 Each word line has m memory cellsM connected.

In each block, m local bit line pairs BT<0>, BTC<0>, - BT<m-l>,

BTC<m-l> are provided. Each memory ceUM is connected to an

appropriate one of the bit line pairs.

Column addresses Y<0> to Y<m-1> are appHed common to each

20 block. One bit line pair is selected in response to any one of the column

addresses being set at an H level (logical high). The selected bit line pair is

connected to a pair of local data hnes DATA and DATAC via transmission

gates T10-T13.

A dummy column DC generates a local sense enable signal SE<0>

25 that is an activation signal of a local sense ampUfier SA1<0>.

A global dummy column HDC controls the activation of global word

hnes HWD<0>, HWD<1> and generates a global sense enable signal

HSE controlling activation of a global sense amplifier HSA.

Structure of Local Sense Amplifier SAl

30 Fig. 2 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA1<0> of the first

embodiment. Local sense amplifier SA1<0> is a local sense amplifier

provided corresponding to the 0th block. AH the local sense amplifiers

SA1<0>, SA1<1> • • are indicated genericaUy as local sense amplifier SAl.
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Similarly, aU the local bit Hne pairs and global word lines are indicated

genericaUy as local bit Une pair BT, BTC, and global word Hne HWD,
respectively.

Local sense amplifier SA1<0> has its input terminal connected to

5 local data line pair DATA, DATAC, and its output terminal connected to

global bit hne pair HBT, HBTC.

When local sense enable signal SE<0> is at an L level (logical low), P

channel MOS transistors P20 and P21 conduct. In response, the potential

of local data Une DATA is set at a data storage node D20 whereas the

10 potential of local data Hne DATAC is set at a data storage node D21.

When local sense enable signal SE<0> attains an H level, N channel

MOS transistor N20 conducts. In response, amplification is conducted so

that the potentials of data storage nodes D20 and D2 1 are set so that one

attains the level ofVDD and the other attains the level of GND.

15 When global word Hne HWD<0> attains an H level, N channel MOS
transistors N21 and N22 conduct. In response, the potential of data

storage node D20 is driven to global bit Hne HBT whereas the potential of

data storage node D21 is driven to global bit Hne HBTC. Accordingly, local

sense sunplifier SA1<0> operates as a sense amplifier to ampHfy the

20 potential difference of local data Hne pair DATA, DATAC, and also outputs a

potential corresponding to stored data to global bit line pair HBT, HBTC,

corresponding to the operation of a memory ceU.

When global word Hne HWD<0> attains an L level, N channel MOS
transistors N21 and N22 are rendered non-conductive. In response, the

25 drive of global bit Hne HBT by the potential of data storage node D20 as weU

as the drive of global bit Hne HBTC by the potential of data storage node

D21 is suppressed.

Structure of Global Sense Amplifier HSA
Fig. 3 shows a structure of a global sense ampHfier HSA of the first

30 embodiment. FoUowing the generation of sufficient potential difference

between global bit fines HBT and HBTC, global sense enable signal HSE
output from global dummy column HDC attains an H level. In response, N
channel MOS transistor N30 is rendered conductive, whereas P channel



MOS transistors P30 and P31 are rendered non-conductive. The potential

of one of data storage nodes D30 and D31 attains the level ofVDD whereas

the other attains the level of GND.
In response to the next rise of clock CLK, global sense enable signal

5 HSE attains an L level. The potentials of data storage nodes D30 and D31

are retained at a latch circmt formed of two NAND gates G30 and G31.

Read Out Operation

A data read out operation will be described with reference to the

timing chart of Fig. 4.

10 During the period of time where clock CLK is at an L level, and a

clock CLKl that is a delayed version of clock CLK by a predetermined time

through a delay circuit DLY is at an L level, a precharged operation set forth

below is carried out.

All local bit line pairs BT, BTC are set at an H level when clock CLK
15 is at an L level.

In dummy column DC, P channel MOS transistor PIO is rendered

conductive when dock CLK is at an L level. In response, dummy bit hne

DBT is set at an H level. This H level ofdummy bit hne DBT is inverted by

an inverter G14. Local sense enable signal SE<0> is set at an L level.

20 In global dummy column HDC, P channel MOS transistor P13 is

rendered conductive when dock CLKl is at an L level. In response, global

dummy bit hne HDBT is set at an H level. This H level of global dummy bit

Une HDBT is inverted by an inverter G18. Global sense enable signal HSE
is set at an L level.

25 When clock CLKl is at an L level, P channel MOS transistors Pi 1

and P12 conduct. Accordingly, global bit line pair HBT, HBTC is set at an

H level.

In local sense amphfier SA1<0>, P channel MOS transistors P20 and

P21 are rendered conductive whereas N channel MOS transistor N20 is

30 rendered non-conductive when local sense enable signal SE<0> is at an L

level. In response, the potential on local data Hne DATA is appHed to data

storage node D20 of a latch & amplify circuit LAT20, whereas the potential

of local data hne DATAC is supphed to data storage node D21 of latch &
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amplify circuit LAT20.

In global sense amplifier HSA, P channel MOS transistors P30 and

P31 are rendered conductive whereas N channel MOS trsmsistor N30 is

rendered non-conductive when global sense enable signal HSE is at an L

5 level. In response to the conduction ofP channel MOS transistors P30 and

P31, the potentials of global bit Une pair HBT, HBTC are transferred to data

storage nodes D30 and D31, respectively.

Then, a read out operation is initiated when dock CLK is pulled up

to an H level at time tO.

10 Specifically, in synchronization with the rise of clock CLK (Fig. 4,

(1)), the external address is rendered vahd. At the elapse of a period of

time reqxiired for address decoding, one memory cellM is selected through

all the blocks. In the following, description is based on the case where a

memory ceUM is selected, specified by a row address signal X<0> and a

15 column address signal Y<0> of the 0th block.

When row address X<0> attains an H level, word hne WD<0> is

p\iUed up to an H level at time tl by word Hne driver GlO (Fig. 4, (2)). In

response, data of all memory cells M connected to word Une WD<0> are

output to respective-connected bit line pairs. Accordingly, the potential of

20 one bit Une of the bit line pair connected to each memory ceU becomes lower

than the level ofVDD.
Then, a block select signal BS<0> and the column select signal

attain an H level. Therefore, the potentials of local bit Hne pair BT<0> and

BTC<0> are transferred to local data hne pair DATA and DATAC.

25 In dummy column DC, N channel MOS transistor NIO is rendered

conductive in response to word Une WD<0> pulled up to an H level, whereby

dummy bit Hne DBT is set at an L level. The driving capability ofN
channel MOS transistor NIO is larger than the driving capability of the N
channel MOS transistor in the memory cell. Therefore, the rate of the

30 potential drop of dummy bit hne DBT is faster than the rate of the potential

drop of local bit line BT or BTC,

Inverter G14 inverts the L potential level of dummy bit hne DBT.

At time T2, local sense enable signal SE<0> is set at an H level (Fig, 4 (3)).
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N channel MOS transistor NIO (and Nil) is sized so that local sense

enable signal SE<0> is rendered active to an H level when the potential

difference AV between local data Hnes DATA and DATAC, i.e., the input

signal to local sense amphfier SE<0>, becomes large enough (generally,

200mV-300my).

This local sense enable signal SE<0> is inverted by an inverter G15

to be provided to word drivers GlO and Gil. In response, all word hnes

attain a non-selected state, whereby the potential reduction of the bit hne is

ceased. In other words, no current flows from memory cell M.

In local sense amplifier SA1<0>, P channel MOS transistors P20 and

P21 are rendered non-conductive whereas N channel MOS transistor N20 is

rendered conductive when local sense enable signal SE<0> attains an H
level. In response, the potential difference between data storage nodes D20

and D2 1 is amphfied. The potentials of one of data storage nodes D20 and

D21 attains the level ofVDD whereas the other attains the level of GND.

At an elapse of a predetermined time defined by delay circuit DLY

from the rise of local sense enable signal SE<0>, global word driver Gl6 is

rendered active. Global word driver G16 drives global word line HWD<0>

to an H level at time t3 (Fig. 4 (4)). Delay circuit DLY is provided for the

purpose of delaying the activation timing of global word line HWD<0>. In

other words, activation of global word line HWD<0> causes local sense

amphfier SA1<0> to drive the retaining data to the global bit hne pair. As

will be described afterwards, delay circuit DLY is provided so that the data

retained by local sense amplifier SA1<0> is apphed to global bit line pair

HBT, HBTC after being amplified sufficiently.

In accordance with the delay of the activation timing of global word

line HWD<0>, the operation of global sense amplifier HSA must also be

delayed. To this end, a clock CLKl that is a delayed version of clock CLK

by delay circuit DLY is apphed to global dummy column HDC related to the

operation of global sense amphfier HSA and to P channel MOS transistors

P13, Pll and P12 directed to precharge global bit Hne pair HBT, HBTC.

In local sense amphfier SA1<0>, N channel MOS transistors N21

and N22 are rendered conductive when global word line HWD<0> attains an



H level. In response, the potential of data storage node D20 is driven to

global bit line HBT whereas the potential of data storage node D2 1 is driven

to global bit line HBTC.

In global dummy column HDC, N channel MOS transistor NHIO is

rendered conductive when global word line HWD<0> attains an H level. In

response, global dummy bit line HDBT is set at an L level. This L level

potential of global dummy bit line HDBT is inverted by an inverter G18. At

time t4, global sense enable signal HSE is set at an H level (Fig. 4 (5)).

Since the driving capability ofN channel MOS transistor NHIO is

set larger than that oflocal sense amplifier SA1<0>, the rate of the potential

drop of global dummy bit line HDBT becomes higher than the rate of the

potential drop of global bit Hne HBT or HBTC . In the present specification,

the driving capability of local sense amplifier SA1<0> corresponds to the

amount of current flowing from N channel MOS transistor N21 to N channel

MOS transistor N20 through N channel MOS transistor N25, or the amount

of current flowing from N channel MOS transistor N22 to N channel MOS
transistor N20 through N channel MOS transistor N26.

In global sense amplifier HSA, P channel MOS transistors P30 and

P31 are rendered non-conductive whereas N channel MOS transistor N30 is

rendered conductive when global sense enable signal HSE attains an H level.

When P channel MOS transistors P30 and P31 are rendered non-conductive,

global bit hne pair H is isolated firom data storage nodes D30 and D31. In

response to conduction ofN channel MOS transistor N30 the potential

difference between data storage nodes D30 and D3 1 is amplified. One of

the potentials of data storage nodes D30 and D31 attains the level ofVDD

whereas the other attains the level of GND. The potentials of data storage

nodes D30 and D31 are retained at a latch formed ofNAND circuits G30 and

G31 to be output from a terminal DOUT.

Global sense enable signal HSE is inverted by an inverter G19 to be

provided to global word drivers G16 and G17. Accordingly, aU global word

hues HWD attain a non-selected state. As a result, local sense amplifier

SA1<0> suppresses the drive of global bit line pair HBT, HBTC. Therefore,

reduction in the potential of global bit Hne pair HBT, HBTC is ceased. This



ceasing timing is set to the time of one of global bit lines HBT and HBTC
attaining the level ofVDD - a (a = 200 mV to 300 mV). This timing can be

adjusted by altering the driving capability ofN channel MOS transistors

NHIO and NHll in global dummy column HDC.
5 Thus, the potential amplitude of global bit line pair HBT, HBTC is

restricted to a partial swing. Therefore, no current will flow from local

sense amplifier SAl. In other words, local sense amplifier SA1<0>

suppresses the drive of global bit line pair HBT, HBTC before the potential

difference of global bit lines HBT, HBTC attains the level ofVDD, and also

10 renders global sense amplifier HSA active.

When clock CLK attains an L level at time t5, dummy bit line DBT is

set at an H level in dummy column DC. In response, local sense enable

signal SE<0> is set at an L level.

When clock CLKl (delayed version of clock CLK) attains an L level,

15 global dummy bit hne HDBT is set at an H level in global dummy column

HDC. Accordingly, global sense enable signal HSE is set at an L level.

Comparison With SRAM According to Background Art

The SRAM of the first embodiment wiQ be compared with a SRAM
according to a background art whose structure is shown in Fig. 5. The

20 SRAM of Fig. 1 differs from the SRAM according to a background art of Fig.

5 in that a global bit line pair HBT, HBTC is provided instead of global data

hne HDATA of the SRAM according to a background art, a local sense

amplifier SAl is provided instead of local sense amplifier SAO, and a global

sense amplifier HSA and a global dummy column HDC are provided, absent

25 in the SRAM according to a background art.

Fig. 6 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SAO<0> according

to a background art. When local sense enable signal SE<0> attains an H
level in local sense amplifier SAO<0>, P channel MOS transistors P20 and

P21 are rendered non-conductive whereas N channel MOS transistor N20 is

30 rendered conductive. In response, the potential difference between data

storage nodes D20 and D21 is amplified, whereby one of the potentials of

data storage nodes D20 and D21 attain a VDD level whereas the other

attains a GND level.
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When block select signal BS<0> attains anH level in an output

buffer DR200, a P channel MOS transistor P203 and an N channel MOS
transistor N20 1 are rendered conductive. Therefore, when the potential of

data storage node D20 is at an L level, N channelMOS transistor N202 is

5 rendered conductive. The potential of global data line HDATA attains an L

level. When the potential of data storage node D20 attains an L level, P

channel MOS transistor P202 is rendered conductive. The potential of

global data line HDATA attains an L level.

Thus, the global data line HDATA according to a background art

10 attains a full swing whereas the potential ampHtude of global bit line pair

HBT, HBTC is restricted to a partial swing in the SRAM of the present

embodiment. Therefore, power consumption can be reduced.

In the SRAM ofthe present embodiment, data can be read out from a

memory cell in hierarchy by a local memory circuit formed of local data line

15 pair DATA, DATAC, word line WD, dummy column DC, and local sense

amplifier SAl operating in a manner similar to that of a global memory

circuit formed of global bit line pair HBT, HBTC, global word line HWD,

global dummy column HDC and global sense amplifier HSA. Although the

present embodiment is based on a hierarchy structure oftwo levels, the

20 present invention can be extended to a hierarchy structure of more than two

levels. For example, in a hierarchy of three levels, the memory cell array is

divided into 2 stages. Specifically, the memory ceU array is first divided

into large blocks, and then further subdivided into smaller blocks. A
plurality of global memory drctiits can be provided corresponding to the

25 subblocks, and one global memory drcuit can be provided corresponding to

the large blocks.

SECOND EMBODIMENT
The second embodiment is directed to an SRAM having a write

function added to the SRAM of the first embodiment.

30 Entire Structure

Fig. 7 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM of the second

embodiment. Fig. 7 depicts only the structure of circuitry required for

writing to the 0th block. The SRAM of the second embodiment corresponds
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to the SRAM of Fig. 1, provided that a global write driver HDRl and local

write drivers DRO and DRl are added. These additional elements wiU be

described hereinafter.

Global Write Driver HDRl
Fig. 8 shows a structure of global write driver HDRl of the second

embodiment. A write designation signal WE, a delay dock CLKl, and

write data Din are input to global write driver HDRl. Externally appHed

write designation signal WE attains an H level when writing is designated.

Global write signal WEI attains an H level only when write

designation signal WE is at an H level and delay clock CLKl is at an H level.

When global write signal WEI is at an H level, P channel MOS transistors

P6 1 and P63 conduct. Also, N channel MOS transistors N6 1 and N63

conduct.

When write data Din is at an H level in such a case, N channel MOS
transistor N61 and P channel MOS transistor P64 are rendered conductive.

The data of global bit line HBT attains an L level, whereas the data of global

bit hne HBTC attains an H level. In the case where write data Din is at an

L level, P channelMOS transistor P62 andN channel MOS transistor N64

are rendered conductive. The data of global bit hne HBT attains anH level

whereas the data of global bit hne HBTC attains an L level.

When write designation signal WE is at an L level or delay dock

CLKl is at an L level, global write driver HDRl provides a high impedance

output to global bit line pair HBT, HBTC.

Local Write Drivers DRO, DRl

Fig. 9 shows a structure of a local write driver DRO of the present

embodiment. A global write signal WEI, a block select signal BS<0>, and

the data of global bit hne HBT are apphed to local write driver DRO. Local

write driver DRO provides a data output to local data hne DATA.

ExternaUy apphed block select signal BS<0> attains an H level when the

Oth block is selected.

When global write signal WE 1 is at an H level and block select signal

BS<0> is at an H level, NAND gate 7 1 provides an output of an L level. P

channel MOS transistor P71 and N channel MOS transistor N71 conduct.
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When the data of global bit line HBT is at an H level in such a case,

N channel MOS transistor N72 is rendered conductive. The data of local

data Une DATA attains an L level. When the data of global bit line HBT
attains an L level, N channel MOS transistor P72 is rendered conductive.

5 The data of local data line DATA attains an H level.

When global write signal WEI is at an L level or when block select

signal BS<0> is at an L level, local write driver DRO provides a high

impedance output to local data line pair DATA, DATAC.

The structure of local write driver DRl is similar to that of local

10 write driver DRO described previously. Therefore, the description of the

structure of local write driver DRl will not be repeated. In the case where

global write signal WEI is at an H level and block select signal BS<0> is at

an H level, local write driver DRl drives the data of local data Hne DATAC

to an L level and an H level when the data on global bit Hne HBTC is at an H
15 level and an L level, respectively.

Thus, the data driven to local data Une pair DATA, DATAC is

written into the target memory cell by the selection of local word Hne WD
and local bit line pair BT, BTC.

According to the SRAM of the second embodiment, not only a read

20 out operation, but also a write operation, can be carried out in hierarchy.

The present embodiment is based on a structure in which two local

write drivers DRO and DRl are provided corresponding to one block. The

two local write drivers DRO and DRl can be taken as one local write driver.

THIRD EMBODIMENT
25 The third embodiment is directed to an SRAM dispensable of a write

signal WEI used to control a writing operation in the previous second

embodiment.

Entire Structure

Fig. 10 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM of the third

30 embodiment. Fig. 10 depicts only the structure of circuitry required for

writing to the 0th block. The SRAM of the third embodiment shown in Fig.

10 differs from the SRAM of the second embodiment shown in Fig. 7 in the

inclusion of a global write driver HDR2 instead of global write driver HDRl,
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and one local write driver DR2 instead of two local write drivers DRO and

DR 1 . These elements wlQ be described hereinafter.

Structure of Global Write Driver HDR2
Fig. 11 shows a structure of global write driver HDR2 of the third

embodiment. A write designation signal WE, a delay clock CLKl, and

write data Din are input to global write driver HDR2.

Only when both write designation signal WE and delay clock CLKl

attain an H level, P channel MOS transistors P61 and P63 are rendered

conductive and N channel MOS transistors N61, N63 and N64 are rendered

conductive . Accordingly, the data of global bit Hne HBTC attains an L level.

Thus, the present embodiment is characterized in that, when writing is

designated through write designation signal WE, global bit hne HBTC is set

at an L level instead of global write signal WEI being set at an H level.

When write data Din is at an H level in this case, N channel MOS
transistor N62 is rendered conductive. The data of global bit line HBT

attains an L level. In contrast, when write data Din is at an L level, P

channelMOS transistor MOS transistor P62 is rendered conductive. Data

of global bit line HBT attains an H level. Accordingly, write data Din is

driven to global bit line HBT.

In the case where write designation signal WE is at an L level or

delay clock CLKl is at an L level, global write driver HDR2 provides a high

impedance output to global bit line pair HBT, HBTC.

Structure of Local Write Driver DR2

Fig. 12 shows a structure of local write driver DR2 of the present

embodiment. The data on local bit hne HBT, block select signal BS<0>,

and the data on global bit line HBTC are apphed to local write driver DR2.

P channel MOS transistors P102 and P104, and N channel MOS

transistors N102 and N104 are rendered conductive only when block select

signal BS<0> is at an H level and global bit Hne HBTC is at an L level.

When global bit Mne HBT is at an H level in such a case, N channel

MOS transistor N103 and P channel MOS transistor P 101 are rendered

conductive. Accordingly, the data oflocal data line DATA attains an L level

whereas the data of local data line DATAC attains an H level.
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When ^obal bit line HBT attains an L level, P channel MOS
transistor P103 andN channel MOS transistor N101 are rendered

conductive. Accordingly, the data of local data line DATA attains an H
level whereas the data of local data line DATAC attains an L level.

When block select signal BS<0> is at an L level, or when global bit

line HBTC is at an H level, local write driver DR2 provides an output ofhigh

impedance to local data line pair DATA, DATAC.

Relationship with Read Out Operation

It is appreciated from the above description that local write driver

DR2 uses global bit line HBTC for write control. In a read out mode, this

local bit hne HBTC may be set to an L level. Erroneous designation of

writing must be obviated for local write driver DR2 when global data line

HBTC attains an L level in a data read mode. This is realized as set forth

below.

As described in the first embodiment, global bit line pair HBT,

HBTC does not attain a fuU swing in a read mode. In other words, the

potential drop of global bit line HBTC is restricted to 200 mV to 300 mV.

Therefore, the threshold value ofinput inverter 104 oflocal write driver DR2

is set lower than 200 mV. Accordingly, input inverter 104 provides an

output of an L level even if global bit Hne HBTC is set at an L level in a read

mode since the potential is in the range of 200 mV to 300 mV. When global

bit Hne HBTC is set at an L level indicating write designation in a write

mode, input inverter 104 provides an H level output. Therefore, even if

global data Hne HBTC attains an L level by a data read out operation, local

write driver DR2 wiQ not accept the pull down of global data Hne HBTC to

an L level as writing designation.

When global bit Hne HBTC is at an L level, global bit Hne HBT

attains an H level in a read mode. Global bit Hnes HBT, HBTC attain such

potential level since local data Hnes DATA and DATAC attain an H level

and an L level, respectively, by the data read out from memory ceU M.

In this case, in response to global bit Hne HBTC attaining an L level,

local write driver DR2 drives local data Hnes DATA and DATAC to an L

level and an H level, respectively. Accordingly, data is written into memory
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cell M. However, the data in memory cellM wiU not change.

According to the SRAM of the third embodiment, the signal line of

write signal WEI is dispensable by sending write designation through a

global bit Hne. The circviitry area can be reduced. Also, power

consumption can be reduced.

FOURTH EMBODIMENT
The fourth embodiment of the present invention is directed to an

SRAM having a sense amplifier and write driver combined.

Entire Structure

Fig. 13 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM of the fourth

embodiment. Fig. 13 shows only a structure of circuitry required for

writing to the 0th block. The SRAM of the fourth embodiment differs from

the SRAM of the second embodiment shown in Fig. 7 in that one local sense

amplifier SA2 equipped with a write function is provided instead of a local

sense amplifier SAl and two local write drivers DRO and DRl. These

elements will be described hereinafter.

Structure of Local Sense Amplifier SA2 Equipped with a Write

Function

Fig. 14 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA2<0> equipped

with a write fiinction of the fourth embodiment. This local sense amplifier

SA2<0> has transmission gates TG120 and TG121 added to local sense

amplifier SA1<0> of Fig. 2. Transmission gates TG120 and TG12 1 are

under control of control signals QN and QP. Control signals QN and QP

are generated by a NAND gate G122 and an inverter 123 based on global

write signal WEI and block select signal BS<0>.

Control signals QN and QP attain an H level and an L level,

respectively, only when both global write signal WEI and block select signal

BS<0> are at an H level. In this case, transmission gates TG120 and

TG12 1 are rendered conductive. As a result, global bit Hne pair HBT,

HBTC is connected with global data line pair DATA, DATAC.

When global write signal WEI is at an L level or block select signal

BS<0> is at an L level, control signals QN and QP attain an L level and an H

level, respectively. Transmission gates TG120 and TG121 are rendered
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non-conductive. As a result, global bit line pair HBT, HBTC is not

connected with local data line pair DATA, DATAC.

The operation of local sense amplifier SA2<0> equipped with a write

function will be described hereinafter, corresponding to a read operation and

a write operation.

Head Operation

In a read mode, transmission gates T120 and TG121 are rendered

non-conductive since global write signal WE 1 is at an L level. Therefore,

global bit line pair HBT, HBTC is not connected with local data hne pair

DATA, DATAC. In this case, local sense amplifier SA2<0> operates in a

manner similar to that of local sense amplifier SA1<0> of Fig. 2.

Write Operation

In a write mode, global write signalWEI is at anH level. Therefore,

transmission gates TG120 and TG121 are rendered conductive when block

select signal BS<0> is at an H level. Accordingly, global bit line pair HBT,

HBTC is connected with local data line pair DATA, DATAC.

Global bit hne pair HBT, HBTC has the data to be written output by

global write driver HDRl. Therefore, the relevant data are transferred to

local data fines DATA, DATAC via transmission gates TG120 and TG121

attaining a conductive state.

By just adding two transmission gates TG120 and TG121, a NAND

gate G122 and an inverter G123 to the local sense amphfier in the present

embodiment, the local sense amphfier can also function as a local write

driver. The number of elements can be reduced than in the second

embodiment where a single local write driver is provided. Accordingly, the

circuitry area can be reduced. Also, power consumption can be reduced.

FIFTH EMBODIMENT
The fifth embodiment is directed to an SRAM that drives local data

hne pair DATA, DATAC, absent of a transmission gate. In the previous

fourth embodiment, local sense amphfier SA2 equipped with a write

fiinction has local data hne pair DATA, DATAC driven via transmission

gates. It is known that, since the transmission gate has a low driving

capabihty. one of the potentials of local data fines DATA, DATAC cannot be
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set low enough when the parasitic capacitance of local data line pair DATA.

DATAC is large. This means that data cannot be written into a memory

cell. The present embodiment is directed to overcome such a problem.

Entire Structure

Fig. 15 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to the

fifth embodiment. Fig. 15 shows only the structure of circuitry required for

writing to the 0th block. The SRAM of the fifth embodiment differs from

the SRAM of the fourth embodiment shown in Fig. 13 in that a local sense

amplifier SA3 equipped with a write function is provided instead of local

sense amplifier SA2 equipped with the write function.

Structure of Local Sense Amplifier SA3

Fig. 16 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA3<0> equipped

with a write function of the fi^h embodiment. Local sense amplifier

SA3<0> of the fifth embodiment differs from local sense amphfier SA2<0> of

Fig. 14 in that global bit line pair HBT, HBTC will not be directly connected

with local data line pair DATA, DATAC. Also, N channelMOS transistors

N131 and N132 are added between local data line pair DATA, DATAC and

data storage nodes D20 and D21 in latch & amphfy circuit LAT20.

Furthermore, an OR gate G130, an AND gate G131 and an OR gate G132

are also added.

The operation of local sense amphfier SA3<0> equipped with a write

function will be described, corresponding to a read mode and a write mode.

Read Operation

In a read out mode, local sense amphfier SA3<0> operates in a

manner similar to that of local sense amphfier SA1<0> shown in Fig. 2, as

set forth below.

Since global write signal WEI is at an L level in a read mode, AND

gate G 13 1 provides an L level output. In response, N channel MOS

transistors N131 and N132 are rendered non-conductive.

P channel MOS transistors P20 and P21 conduct during an L level

period of local sense enable signal SE<0>. Accordingly, the potentials of

local data lines DATA. DATAC are set at data storage nodes D20 and D21.

Then, P channel MOS transistors P20 and P21 are rendered non-
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conductive during an H level period of local sense enable signal SE<0>.

Also, since OR gate G132 provides an H level output, N channel MOS

transistor N20 is rendered conductive. Accordingly, the potential

difference between data storage nodes D20 and D2 1 is amplified. One of

the potentials of data storage nodes D20 and D21 attains a VDD level

whereas the other attains the GND level.

When global word line HWD<0> attains an H level, N channel MOS

transistors N21 and N22 conduct since OR gate G130 provides an H level

output. Accordingly, the potentials of data storage nodes D20 and D2 1 are

transferred to global bit Hne pair HBT, HBTC.

Write Operation

In a write operation, global write signal WEI is at an H level.

Therefore, OR gate G130 provides an H level output when block select signal

BS<0> is at an H level. Accordingly, N channel MOS transistors N2 1 and

N22 are rendered conductive. Therefore, the potentials of global bit line

pair HBT, HBTC corresponding to the write data are set at data storage

nodes D20 and D2 1. At this stage, N channel MOS transistor N20 is also

rendered conductive since OR gate G132 provides an H level output. Thus,

write data is fetched into latch & amplify circuit LAT20.

At this stage, N channel MOS transistors N131 and N132 are

rendered conductive since AND gate G131 provides an H level output.

Accordingly, one of local data Mnes DATA and DATAC is discharged based

on the write data in latch & amphfy circuit LAT20, whereby the potential

falls to the level of GND.

Since local data hne pair DATA, DATAC and latch & amphfy circuit

LAT20 are connected via N channel MOS transistors (N131, N132), the

potential of one of the local data Hnes can be lowered to the level of GND.

In the case where a P channel MOS transistor is employed instead of an N

channel MOS transistor, the potential of the local data hne can be reduced

only down to the level of threshold voltage Vthp of the P channel MOS

transistor.

Thus, the potential of one of local data hnes DATA, DATAC charged

to the level ofVDD can be reduced down to the GND level during a
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precharge period.

According to the SEAM of the present embodiment, local data line

pair DATA, DATAC is driven via N channel MOS transistors N31 and N132

estabhshing connection between latch & amphfjr circuit LAT20 and local

data line pair DATA, DATAC based on the write data set at global bit line

pair and apphed to latch & amphfy circuit LAT20. Therefore, data can be

written into a memory ceU even in the case where local bit hne pair BT, BTC

has a large parasitic capacitance.

SIXTH EMBODIMENT
The sixth embodiment of the present invention is directed to an

SRAM having the potential ampHtude of a global bit hne pair restricted to a

partial swing in a write mode. In the previous second to fifth embodiments,

the potential of one of global bit hnes HBT and HBTC is set at the level of

VDD whereas the other is set at the level of GND in a write mode. When

the potentials of global bit lines HBT and HBTC attain a fuU swing in a

write mode, power consumption will be increased. There is also a

possibihty of erroneous writing carried out as set forth below.

In a write mode, the word line connected to a target memory cell of

writing is rendered active, and write data is set at the bit hne pair connected

to the memory ceU of interest. The word hne rendered active has a

plurahty ofmemory cells connected other than those of the subject of writing.

These memory ceUs will also attain a writable selected state, hkewise the

memory cell subject to writing. This is called a pseudo selected state.

Global bit hnes HBT, HBTC and local bit hnes BT, BTC are

interconnected with separate interconnection layers. These

interconnections are arranged so as to be in parallel. As a result, parasitic

capacitance is estabhshed between the interconnections. In the case where

the potential of the global bit hne changes greatly through the parasitic

capacitance, this potential change is propagated to the local bit hne. This is

referred to as "capacitive couphng".

K the potential of the global bit hne attains a full swing by such

capacitive couphng, this potential change will be propagated to the bit hne

pair connected to the memory cell attaining a pseudo selected state. As a
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result, erroneous writing to the pseudo selected ceU wiU be conducted. The

present embodiment is directed to prevent such erroneous writing as weU as

to reduce power consumption by restricting the potential amplitude of a

global bit line pair to a partial swing.

5 Entire Structure

Fig. 17 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM of the sixth

embodiment. Fig. 17 shows only a structure of circuitry required for

writing to the 0th block. The SRAM of the sixth embodiment differs from

the SRAM of the fifth embodiment shown in Fig. 15 in that a global write

10 driver HDR3 is provided instead of global write driver HDR 1 ,
and a local

sense ampHfier SA4 equipped with a write function is provided instead of

local sense amphfier SA3 equipped with a write function. The structural

elements will be described hereinafter.

Global Write Driver HDR3

15 Fig. 18 shows a structure of global write driver HDR3 of the sixth

embodiment. This global write driver HDRS has a circuit stanicture similar

to that of global write driver HDRl of the second embodiment shown in Fig.

8, provided that one of the potentials supplied to global write driver HDR3 is

at the level ofVP instead of GND.

20 Potential VP is higher in level than potential GND. K the potential

drop of the global bit line in a write mode is to be set equal to that of a read

mode, potential VP is to be set at a level lower than VDD by approximately

200-300 mV. This potential VP may be applied from an external source, or

generated within the SRAM.

25 Local Sense Amplifier SA4 Equipped with Write Function

Fig. 19 shows a structure of a local sense amphfier SA4<0> equipped

with a write function according to the sixth embodiment. Local sense

amplifier SA4<0> differs firom local sense amplifier SA3<0> of the fifth

embodiment shown in Fig. 16 in that P channel MOS transistors P150 and

30 P 15 1 as weU as local write drivers DR150 and DR15 1 are added. Also, N

channel MOS transistorsN131 and N 132 are removed, and a NAND gate

G152, inverters G151 and G155, a delay circuit DLY2, and an AND gate

G150 are additionally provided.
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Local Write Drivers DR150, DR151

Fig. 20 shows a structure of a local drive driver DR150 of the sixth

embodiment. Local write driver DR150 receives the potential of data

storage node D20 through a terminal IN and receives the potential output

from AND gate G131 through a terminal C.

AND gate G131 provides anH level output, whereby P channelMOS

transistor P161 and N channel MOS transistor N 161 are rendered

conductive only when both a global write signal WEI and block select signal

BS<0> attain an H level. If the potential of data storage node D20 is at an

H level in this stage, an L level output is provided to local data line DATA.

When the potential of data storage node D20 attains an L level, an H level

output is provided to local data line DATA.

The structure of local write driver DR151 is sinular to that of local

write driver DR150 described above. Therefore, illustration thereofwiU not

be repeated. When global write signal WEI and block select signal BS<0>

are at an H level, local write driver DR151 provides an L level output and an

H level output to local data line DATAC when the potential of data storage

node D21 is at an H level and an L level, respectively.

A read operation and write operation of the SRAM of the sixth

embodiment will be described hereinafter.

Read Operation

In a read mode, AND gate G131 provides an L level output since

global write signal WEI is at an L level in local sense amplifier SA4<0>

equipped with a write function. Accordingly, local write drivers DR150 and

DR151 provide a high impedance output. Since NAND gate G152 provides

an H level output, P channel MOS transistors P150 and P151 are rendered

non-conductive. AND gate G150 provides an output of a logic level

identical to that of global word line HWD<0>.

Thus, the read operation of the present embodiment is similar to the

read operation of the previous fifth embodiment.

Write Operation

In a write operation mode, global write driver HDR3 drives one of

the potentials of global bit lines HBT and HBTC to the level ofVDD and the
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other potential to the level ofVP according to write data Din.

Since global write signal WEI is at an H level in local sense

amplifier SA4<0> eqmpped with a write function, AND gate G131 provides

an H level output andNAND gate G152 provides an L level output when

block select signal BS<0> is at an H level, whereby P channel MOS

transistors P150 and P151 are rendered conductive. Accordingly, the

potential of global bit line HBT is transferred to data storage node D20 the

potential of global bit Hne HBTC is transferred to data storage node D21.

Since data storage nodes D20 and D21 are connected to the global bit

Hne pair via P channel MOS transistors (P150, P151), the potentials ofVDD

and VP can be transferred without any loss to data storage nodes D20 and

D21.

In the case where an N channel MOS transistor is employed instead

of a P channel MOS transistor, the potential of only VDD - Vthn at most can

be transferred to data storage nodes D20 and D21 when the N channelMOS

transistor has a threshold voltage of Vthn. Therefore, the potential of one

of data storage nodes D20 and D21 attains the level ofVDD - Vthn, whereas

the potential of the other node attains the level ofVP. IfVP > VDD - Vthn

is set in such a case, the write data cannot be properly set at data storage

nodes D20 and D2 1 . This problem can be obviated by the usage ofP

channel MOS transistors.

At an elapse of a predetermined period of time defined by delay

circuit DLY2 from the conduction ofP channel MOS transistors P150 and

P151, OR gate G132 provides an H level output. In response, N channel

MOS transistor N20 is rendered conductive. Inverter G155 provides an L

level output. NAND gate G152 provides an H level output. In response to

NAND gate G152 providing an H level output, P channelMOS transistors

P150 and P151 are rendered non-conductive.

In response to conduction ofN channel MOS transistor N20, one of

the potentials of data storage nodes D20 and D21 of latch & amplify circuit

LAT20 attains the level ofVDD whereas the other attains the level of GND.

However, the potentials of data storage nodes D20 and D21 are not provided

to global bit line pair HBT, HBTC since P channel MOS transistors P150
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and P151 are non-conductive.

At this stage, terminal C of local write drivers DR150 and DR151

receives anH level input. Accordingly, the data of data storage node D20 is

driven to local data line DATA, whereas the data of data storage node D2 1 is

driven to local data line DATAC.

Thus, in a read mode, local sense amplifier SA4 equipped with a

write function receives the potentials of the local data line pair attaining a

partial swing, which are amplified to a fuU swing by latch & amphfy circuit

LAT20. The amplified potential is provided to the global bit hne pair.

In a write mode, the potentials of the global bit Hne pair attaining a

partial swing are received to be amphfied by latch & amplify circuit LAT20

up to the level of a full swing.

According to the SRAM of the sixth embodiment, the potentials of

global bit Hne pair attain a partial swing, not only in a read mode, but also

in a write mode. Therefore, power consumption can be reduced. Also,

erroneous writing can be prevented.

SEVENTH EMBODIMENT
The seventh embodiment of the present invention is directed to an

SRAM having the processing timing of a local memory circuit set separately

from that of the global memory circuit.

In the previous first embodiment, data transfer to a global bit line

pair must be completed within an H level period of dock CLK in local sense

amplifier SA1<0>. This is because local sense enable signal SE<0> wiU

attain an L level when dock CLK is pulled down to an L level, whereby data

storage nodes D20 andD21 of local sense amplifier SA1<0> are precharged.

To have local sense ampHfier SA1<0> transfer the data to global bit

line pair HBT, HBTC before the precharge operation, the timing of

rendering global word Hne HWD<0> to an active H level must be set during

the period where clock CLK attains an H level.

If the clock frequency is increased, the timing of rendering active

this global word Hne HWD<0> must be set earHer. To this end, the delay

time of delay circuit DLY that determines the activation timing of global

word Hne HWD<0> must be set shorter. However, a shorter delay time of
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delay circuit DLY is disadvantageous in that the processes of global sense

amplifier HSA and global dummy column HDC cannot be completed.

Therefore, the dock firequency could not be increased.

The previous first embodiment was described based on a structure of

the two hierarchy levels, including a local memory circuit of the lower level

(local sense amplifier, local data hne pair, dummy column DC and word line)

to read out data firom a memory cell, and a global memory circuit of the

higher level (global sense amplifier, global bit Hne pair, global dummy

column, and global word line). A structure of three or four hierarchy levels

can be implemented. In the case where the number of hierarchy levels is

increased, the memory circuit of the higher level wiU rate-determine the

clock frequency. In other words, the clock frequency is determined so as to

allow the processing at the memory circuit of the upper level. The seventh

embodiment is directed to overcome this problem.

Entire Structure

Fig. 2 1 shows a structure of a main part of an SRAM according to the

seventh embodiment. The SRAM of the seventh embodiment differs from

the SRAM of the first embodiment shown in Fig. 1 in that an extemaUy

apphed independent clock CLK2 is apphed instead of clock CLKl that is a

delayed version of signal CLK by delay circuit DLY. Clock CLK2 has a

frequency identical to that of dock CLKl.

Clock CLK2 is provided to global dummy column HDC, global word

drivers Gl6, G17, and to P channelMOS transistors Pll and P 12 for

charging global bit line pair HBT, HBTC. The structural elements

receiving dock CLK2 effect an operation at the timing of clock CLK2.

The DRAM of the seventh embodiment includes a local sense

amplifier SA5 instead of local sense amphfier SAl. The structural element

will be described hereinafter.

Local Sense Amphfier SA5

Fig. 22 shows a structure of a local sense amplifier SA5<0> of the

present embodiment. Local sense amphfier SA5<0> has a latch circuit

LAT180 and N channel MOS transistor N180 andN channel MOS

transistors N180-N183 added to local sense amphfier SA1<0> of the first
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embodiment shown in Fig. 2.

The operation oflocal sense amplifier SA5<0> in a read mode will be

described hereinafter.

Read Operation

The read operation is similar to that of the first embodiment with the

exception of the operations of global dummy column HDC and P channel

MOS transistors P11 and P12 until the rise of local sense enable signal

SE<0>.

In global dummy column HDC, P channel MOS transistor P13

conducts when clock CLK2 is at an L level. Accordingly, global dummy bit

Hne HDBT is set at an H level. This H level potential of global dummy bit

line HDBT is inverted by inverter Gl8. Global sense enable signal HSE is

set at an L level.

When clock CLK2 is at an L level, P channelMOS transistors PI 1

and P 12 are rendered conductive. In response, global bit line pair HBT,

HBTC is set at an H level.

In local sense amplifier SA5<0>, P channelMOS transistors P20 and

P2 1 are rendered conductive in response to clock CLK. The potential of

local data line DATA is transferred to data storage node D20 whereas the

potential of local data line DATAC is transferred to data storage node D21.

In response to the rise of local sense enable signal SE<0>, P channel

MOS transistors P20 and P21 are rendered non-conductive, whereas N

channelMOS transistors N20, N182 andN 183 are rendered conductive. In

response to non-conduction of P channel MOS transistors P20 andP21, data

storage nodes D20 and D2 1 are isolated from local data hnes DATA, DATAC.

In response to conduction ofN channel MOS transistor N20 the potential of

one of data storage nodes D20 and D2 1 attains the level ofVDD whereas the

other attains the level of GND.

When the potential of data storage node D20 attains the level of

VDD. i.e., an H level, at this stage. N channel MOS transistor NISI is

rendered conductive. Accordingly, a data storage node D181 of latch circuit

LAT180 is set at an L level whereas a data storage node D180 is set at an H

level. Accordingly, the data of local data hnes DATA. DATAC are held in
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latch circuit LAT180. When data is once stored in latch circuit LAT180 the

data wiU not be lost even if dock CLK is pulled down to an L level to cause

local sense enable signal SE<0> to go low. Therefore, the rising timing of

global word line HWD<0> is not restricted to theH level period of local sense

enable signal SE<0>, i.e.. when clock CLK attains an H level, as in the first

embodiment. .

Global word driver G16 responds to clock CLK2 going high to drive

global word line HWD<0> to an H level. In response, N channel MOS

transistors N21 and N22 are rendered conductive in local sense amplifier

SA5<0>. One of global bit lines HBT. HBTC is discharged to the level of

GND according to the potentials of data storage nodes D180 and D 181.

When global word line HWD<0> attains an H level in global dummy

column HDC, N channel MOS transistor NHIO is rendered conductive.

Global sense enable signal HSE attains an H level by inverter G18.

The remaining operation is similar to that of the first embodiment.

Thus, according to the SRAM of the seventh embodiment, local sense

amplifier SA5 includes a latch circuit LAT180, and the operation of the local

memory circuit and the global memory circuit are based on different dock

signals Therefore, the problem of the process in global memory circuit not

being completed can be eliminated. Also, it is not necessary to reduce the

rate of the dock firequency so as to complete the processing in the global

memory drcuit.
^ ^ mzr t

Clock CLK2 may be set to be opposite in phase with dock m
this case, the local memory circuit can operate during an H levd period of

dock CLK whereas the global memory circuit can operate during an L level

period of clock CLK.

In the case where a structure of at least three hierarchy levels is

established, the phase of the dock of each hierarchy level may be set out of

phase firom that of the dock of the lower hierarchy level. In this case, the

data read out firom a memory ceU can be subjected to a pipeline process

sequentiaUyfirom the memory drcuit of the lower hierarchy level. Since

one cyde can be allotted to the processing time of the memory circuit of each

hierarchy level, the problem of not having the process completed will not

occur. By the operation of the memory drcuit of each hierarchy level based

on a dock directed to each hierarchy level, a structure of three or more
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hierarchy levels can be readily implemented.

Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in

detail, it is clearly understood that the same is by way of illustration and

example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and scope

5 of the present invention being limited only by the terms of the appended

claims.
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